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Architect



What comes to mind when you 
hear the word Architect?



Hello, NeoWho are you?I am the Architect. I created the Matrix…





12 Qualities



Be a Mentor, 
Not a Tormentor



Nurturing is your 
professional responsibility



Knowledge is a wealth that 
grows when given



Criticize 
Ideas, 

Not People



Architecting is evaluating 
tradeoffs



Debating with Knives



Guide, 
don’t dictate





You may discover things 
from this experience too



Practice 
Collective 
Ownership



Reduce Truck Factor





Allow Developers 
to Figure It out



It should be safe to be honest



Time box efforts



Focus on 
outcome, 

not process



Prototypes beat any arguments



Gain domain 
expertise



Extensible?



Three kinds of people



Those who know:
software but not domain
domain but not software
both software & domain

let’s politely ignore the 4th group



Learn to 
Unlearn



Learning is relatively easy when 
compared to unlearning



Unlearning is a deliberate activity



Diversify your 
Knowledge 

Portfolio



 Pragmatic Programmers: 
 "We should learn at least one new 

 language each year." 



The amount of time you need to learn something 
new is inversely proportional to the number of 

different things you've learned in the past few years.



Learning happens in deltas



Lead by 
example



Architectural committee is where 
innovation goes to die.





A Good Architect Practices 
what they Preach



Write 
Code



Avoid being a  
Powerpoint Architect



Every technical 
decision should 

have an 
expiration label.



Evolve the 
Architecture



Mention % of confidence 
in the architecture



The confidence in architecture 
should increase with the knowledge 

of the application



Use the tracer bullet approach 



Be a 
Mentor, not a 

tormentor

Criticize 
Ideas, Not 

People

Guide, don't 
dictate

Practice 
Collective 
Ownership

Allow 
Developers 
to Figure It 

out

Write Code

Lead by 
example Diversify 

your 
Knowledge 

Portfolio

Learn to 
Unlearn

Gain 
domain 

expertise

Evolve the 
Architecture

Focus 
on the 

outcome not 
process
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